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AUSTRALIA’S FIRST VAPE PRODUCT MEETING TGO 110
STANDARDS, WILD BY INSTINCT, NOW AVAILABLE IN

SELECT CHEMISTS AND THROUGH PRESCRIPTION VAPE

SYDNEY AUSTRALIA (October 7, 2021) – WILD by Instinct is proud to launch its range of
tobacco harm reduction products in the Australian market to assist smokers to quit cigarettes.

WILD’s electronic inhalation system, with prefilled, sealed and precise dosage pods, is now
available for dispensing in Australia through online pharmacy platform Prescription Vape and
select chemists.

Key highlights:

● WILD by Instinct launches range of tobacco harm reduction products in Australia
● WILD’s state-of-the-art vape product aims to help smokers achieve a tobacco-free

lifestyle, free of addiction
● Liquids are rigorously tested to ensure they meet Australian TGO 110 standards
● WILD joins seamless online platform Prescription Vape, helping Aussies comply with

new vaping laws

WILD by Instinct has a simple objective: support a Tobacco Free Tomorrow.

As a technology-driven vape product, WILD by Instinct is an electronic vaporizer unlike any
other — designed to be convenient, easy-to-use, and provides adult smokers with a tool to
reduce their habit, with the quality, satisfaction, and consistency of an electronic delivery
system.

Chief Operations Officer Wayne Jones says, “Our mission is to define a pathway to wellness
for adults, and the first step for a smoker is quitting combustible cigarettes! Our WILD by Instinct
products deliver an exceptional experience designed for adult smokers looking for an alternative
to cigarettes. Wild is an easy, pre-measured, precise dosage within a closed-pod base system”.

Chief Product Officer Paul Gerza added, “Our e-liquid formulation is made in the US with
pharma grade ingredients, making innovative vapor technology a truly satisfying alternative to
cigarettes. We designed the first sub-ohm closed pod system to the market, importantly lowering

https://wildbyinstinct.com/
http://www.prescriptionvape.com.au
http://www.wildbyinstinct.com


emissions each and every time someone uses a WILD product. The lower the emissions, the
less toxicity to the end user.”

From the Fields Australia, the makers of WILD by Instinct, take the quality of their products
seriously. Designed with leading technology, all ingredients are built at a molecular level to
ensure the purity of the product, which meets Australian standards. WILD by Instinct liquid pods
undergo rigorous independent testing throughout the development and production process, to
ensure the highest quality.

General Manager Matthew Landau said, “It is our plan to make WILD by Instinct available in
as many chemists around Australia, and as a one-stop-shop with free prescription, virtual health
consult and express delivery through Prescription Vape. Access to smokers is key to ensuring
they don’t slip back to cigarettes, which are widely available in grocery, tobacconists and
convenience stores”.

Chris Henville, CEO of Prescription Vape made this point: “We're delighted to have WILD
by Instinct as a partner on our Prescription Vape platform.  Not only are their products
manufactured to the highest quality, they are very aligned with us to try to deliver better health
outcomes for smokers on their smoking cessation journeys”

Available for comment:

● COO Wayne Jones, WILD by Instinct
● GM Matthew Landau, WILD by Instinct
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About WILD by Instinct: WILD by Instinct (WILD) is a state-of-the-art vape product, designed
to help smokers deliver a total tobacco-free lifestyle, free of addiction. Liquids are designed and
made in the US and are rigorously tested to ensure they meet Australian government-set
standards.

A medical grade stainless steel notch coil delivers even heat when converting liquid to vapour,
ensuring no hot spots are created, impacting emissions. The 0.8 sub ohm resistance, coupled
with temperature control, creates a burning temperature below 200 degrees, again reducing
emissions. The single mold pod design, filled under pharma grade standards, combines with a
double silicon seal, protects liquid freshness, and minimises any leakage.

WILD by Instinct is made by From The Fields Australia, a subsidiary of California-based
independent wellness company From The Fields Inc, focused on technology, fact-based science
and a passion for reimaging plant based products.

About Prescription Vape: Prescription Vape has been launched in response to the Australian
vaping law changes to make it simple to access vape products on prescription within Australia
that it has assessed to meet TGO 110 standards. With this platform, adult consumers can now
purchase vaping products prescribed by a medical practitioner easily, efficiently and most
importantly, legally. Prescription Vape is also conducting Australia’s largest observational study
researching how effective vaping is in helping adult consumers on their smoking cessation
journey.
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